E. Wajch of C*(X) which determine compactifications of X. Finally, let £(X) be the family of all sets F C C*(X) such that the diagonal mapping ep = A/^f! is homeomorphic embedding. If F 6 £{X), then the closure of ep(X) in is a compactification of X. This compactification is said to be generated by F. We denote it by e F X (cf. 
The present paper investigates interaction between uniformities and sets of continuous bounded real functions defined on a TychonofF space that generate compactifications. Some necessary and sufficient conditions for a set of functions to generate a connected compactification are obtained. A characterization of those sets of functions which generate compactifications with connected closures of their remainders is given.
Throughout this article, X denotes a TychonofF space. As usual, the symbol C*(X) stands for the algebra of all bounded continuous real functions defined on X. For a nonempty finite set F C C*(X) and x,y £ X, put d F (x, y) = max{|/(x) -f(y)\ : f € F}. If 0 ± H C C*(X), let U{H) denote the uniformity on the set X generated by the family of all pseudometrics dp where F is a nonempty finite subset of H (cf. [7; Ch. 8] , [8; Ch. 15] and [10; Ch. 6]); moreover, put ZV(0) = {X 2 }.
We shall say that a uniformity U on the set X is admissible if the given TychonofF topology on X coincides with that induced by U. A function / € C*(X) will be called uniformly continuous with respect to a uniformity U on X if / is uniformly continuous with respect to U and the uniformity on the real line R induced by the natural metric \x -y\.
Denote by K{X) the family of all compactifications of X. For aX € K(X), let C a be the subalgebra of C*(X) consisting of functions which have continuous extensions to aX. For / G C a , let f a be the continuous extension of / to aX and, for F C C a , let F a = {f a : f e F}.
Suppose that F C C*(X) is such that the greatest lower bound apX of the subcollection {aX € K(X) : F C C a } of K(X) exists. Then we say that F determines a compactification of X, and ajX is called determined by F (cf.
[l]- [4] , [6] , [12] and [13] ). Denote by V(X) the family of subsets and y £ ^ Then, for these i,j,k, we have
For aX £ K(X), denote by pa the standard quotient map from ¡3X to aX. For F C C*(X), let F^l^^ = {f%x\x : f e F}. As immediate consequences of 1 and 6 we obtain two versions of Smirnov's theorem: 
THEOREM. Suppose that F £ £(X)

PROOF. LET US TAKE ANY g € C*(X). THE EQUIVALENCES (4.I)-^(4.I+L) FOR
ASSUME (4.1) AND FIX £ > 0. IF A SEQUENCE (gn) OF FUNCTIONS FROM C*(X)
CONVERGES UNIFORMLY TO g, THEN (g%) CONVERGES UNIFORMLY TO THIS, TOGETHER WITH [12; 2.12], YIELDS THAT THERE EXIST A FINITE SET
THEOREM. For any F £ £{X) and any nonvoid G
COROLLARY. For any F,G € £(X), the following conditions are equivalent:
(6.1) e F X = e G X; (6.2) U{F) = U{G)\ (6.3) LI(FP) = (6.4) U(F%x\x) = U{G%x\x)- Let U be a
]). In terms of uniformities we get the following characterization of the family V(X):
THEOREM. A set F C C*(X) determines a compactification of X if and only ifU = flM^O : G € S(X) andU(F) C U(G)} is an admissible uniformity on X.
Proof. Necessity. Suppose that F € V(X). Then C F generates the compactification apX of X. By virtue of 1, U(Cf) is an admissible uniformity on X. We shall show that U =
U(C F )-
Let us take any G € S(X) with U{F) C U(G). In view of 4, F C C G . This implies that C F C C G and U(C F )
C U{C G ).
Consequently, U = U(Cf)-
Sufficiency. Let U form an admissible uniformity on X. Put H = {h 6 C*(X) : h is uniformly continuous with respect to U). Then U(H) = U because U is totally bounded. According to 1, H £ £{X).
Put aX = ejjX and suppose that F does not determine aX. Since, by 4, F C C a , it follows from [1; Thm. 2.1] that there exist distinct points ii,X2 6 aX \X with f a (xi) = f a (x2) for any f £ F. Let fX be the compactification of X obtained from aX by identyfying the set {21, £2} with a point. Then F C C 7 , so K(F) C U(C y ). Hence U C £/(C 7 ). On the other hand, -yX < aX, so W(C 7 ) C U(C a ) = U. Thus ZY(C 7 ) = U{C a ). This contradicts the fact that 7X ^ aX (cf. 6).
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THEOREM. Let F E V(X) and G C C*(X). If any function f e F is uniformly continuous with respect to ZV(G), then G € V(X) and apX < a G X.
Proof. It suffices to apply Lemma 3 and [13; Thm. 1].
As a corollary to the above theorem and to Theorem 3.2 of [1] , let us write down the following 13 . COROLLARY. Suppose that F, G C C*(X) are such that U(F) C
U(G) C U(Cf)-Then the sets F and G determine the same compactification of X if and only if either F <E V(X) or G e V(X).
THEOREM. Let F e V(X) and G C C*(X). If U(F% x \x)
C
U(G%x\x), then G € V(X) and a F X < a G X.
Proof. Let us take any compactification AX of X with G C C A . It follows from 4 that F C C A , so CF C CG• This implies that G € T>(X) and apX < chqX . 
Then the sets F and G determine the same compactification of X if and only if either F € T>(X) or G £ V(X).
THEOREM. If X is locally compact, then, for any non-empty F,G C G*(X), the following conditions are equivalent:
Proof. Assume (16.1) and put 7X = aoX. Consider any / G F and any real numbers a < b. We may assume that X is noncompact. Since X is locally compact, it follows from [1; Thm. 2.1] that A je G<7 7 l7;t\x is a homeomorphic embedding. According to [4; Prop. 2], there exist functions <7^ € G and real numbers a; j < bi j < Cj j < di j (i = 1 ,...,m;j = l,...,n), such that (r)-i((-~;a])n( 7 x\A') c u£i nu^hrHiki^ij]) 
COROLLARY. Let X be a locally compact space and let F, G C C*(X). Then F and G determine the same compactification of X if and only if U(F%x\x) = U(G%x\x)-
Example 19 will point out that the requirement that X be locally compact can be omitted neither in 16 nor in 17. Before giving this example, let us prove the following
LEMMA. Let aX G K(X). Suppose that F and G are nonvoid subsets of C a , such that U{F% X \x)
Proof. By virtue of 5, it suffices to show that the set Fo = {/ a |ax\A: : / G F} is ¿-separated by G 0 = {5 a U;t\A: : g € G}.
Take any / € F and real numbers a < b. By 3, there exist real numbers a i,j < bij < ctj < dij and functions gij £G(i= 1,..., m; j = 1,..., n), 
Then p a [(f^)-\(-^,a])]
n (aX \ X) C \Jti nUP^sfj)''^^))} and ja/'r^fo+oo))] n (aX \ X) C |Xi U^iP-^fj)-1 «-«;^ U [id{j; +00))]. This implies that Fo is ¿-separated by Go because h& = h a op a for any h £ C a .
19. EXAMPLE. Let Z = [-1;1) be equipped with the double-arrow topology, i.e. with the topology whose base consists of all sets of the form [-6;-a) U [a; 6) where 0 < a < b < 1. Then X = (0;1) is a dense subspace of the compact space Z. Put f(x) = |x| for x £ Z. The function / : Z -• R is continuous, and f\z\x is an injection. This, along with [1; Thm. 2.1], yields that the set F = {/|x} determines the compactification aX -Z of X. Since Al^lcxxx : 9 G C a } is a homeomorphic embedding and f\ax\x fails to be a homeomorphic embedding, it follows from 18 that U{Ci\ px \x) t U{F% x \x). We shall omit the proof of the above theorem as it is similar to that of 22. Proof. Take / € £(X) and put aX = epX. We shall show that 
